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About the COI: 

The Customer Opinion Index (COI) is a proprietary measure of 
brand health, calculated on a 0 to 1000 scale, and incorporates 
overall experience ratings, customer satisfaction and loyalty 
ratings, customer intent performance, open-ended comments, 
as well as ratings of the critical components of customer 
experience across channels.
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Customer sentiment slipped in the 
buildup to the Holiday 2013 season 
falling 10% from its mid-year mark.

10%

Finance and Insurance lead the 
way in customer experience.

Airline and Healthcare 
industries experience 
significant challenges. 

Retail

Brands are doing a better job of 
handling the after-sale aspect 
of the customer relationship, 
investing in CRM technologies 
designed to manage post-sale 
customer interactions.

No matter how rich the content on a 
page is, it counts for nothing if the visitor 
cannot locate that content in the first 
place. Optimizing the conversion funnel 
and maximizing online engagement 
are as much about helping visitors find 
what they are looking for as they are 
about providing them with detailed 
information.

Loyalty pages dipped dramatically in Q3…
seasonal factors could be in play here, however 
as many brands elect to taper their rewards 
offerings over the summer, saving lavish offerings 
for the vital holiday season. 
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Financial industries see high functional mean 
ratings scores across the following pages: 

Benchmarks show Insurance companies find the 
highest satisfaction scores on the following pages: 

3.27 3.43 3.24

Customers rank Services & Support 
pages the lowest.

Informative pages of a website 
need the most work according to 
customer feedback.

Insurance

Customers are expecting Amazon-like levels 
of excellence across the board and many 
pure-play brands are struggling to keep up.

BRICKS-AND-CLICKS 
RETAILERS outperformed 
pure-play commerce brands 
in checkout by15%
service & support by8%.

and
Simple, heavily-SKU’d sites 
that compete on pricing and 
selection are failing in the era 
of experiential shopping.

Financial

Healthcare

Customer experience scores 
rank highest among services 
& support and information 
pages but Healthcare still has 
a long way to go with a COI 
Ranking of 257 Overall.

257

OMNICHANNEL RETAILERS are  
outperforming their eTail competitors in 

5 out of 7functional areas.  

THE GREAT MOBILE EXPERIENCE: 

by over 5%.

Private Healthcare sites fail to anticipate 
customer questions and lack effective 
information about how their offerings are 
affected by healthcare reform.  

The COI Index is derived from OpinionLab’s patented web, mobile, and store-based 
feedback solutions which to date have captured more than 200 million pieces of 
real customer feedback for nearly half of the Fortune 50 and hundreds of the world’s 
greatest brands. View the full report at http://bit.ly/cfinov13

3.77 3.4 3.12

November 2013

OpinionLab’s

Pure-play retailers should be the 
champions but omnichannel 
retailers are leading their pure-
play counterparts on mobile 
experiences

http://www.opinionlab.com/cfi-1113/
http://www.opinionlab.com/cfi-1113/

